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William Sterndale Bennett was born in 1816 in what was
then the town of Sheffield in south Yorkshire, where his
father was the organist of the local parish church. His
mother died two years later, his father the following year,
and William was moved with his two elder sisters to
Cambridge, where their grandfather had been first a lay
clerk and then an organist. As a chorister at King’s College,
William followed in his grandfather’s footsteps. His allround musical abilities were quickly recognised: the viceProvost recommended him as a ‘prodigy’ to the Royal
Academy of Music (RAM), and the nine-year-old William
was duly accepted as a student of violin and piano in
March 1826.
Bennett took up composition studies with William Crotch
(a name still familiar to Anglican choristers, not least thanks
to his psalm chants) but it was Cipriani Potter, Crotch’s
replacement as principal of the RAM, who nurtured the
creative energies of the teenage Bennett. Completed on 7
October 1831, the G major String Quartet counts among
his earliest surviving works. Bennett himself may have
viewed the work as an exercise; at any rate, it received no
documented performance in his lifetime. Bennett gave the
score to a fellow student whose pupil, Thomas Wingham,
arranged a public premiere in November 1885 at the Little
Oratory adjoining the Brompton Oratory in Kensington.
Marked by teenage awkwardness and enthusiasm it
may be, but the quartet ‘is in fact a highly interesting
production,’ as the critic of The Musical Times was not
slow to notice, ‘as showing the precocious talent and the
ideal strivings of its composer, as well as demonstrating
beyond doubt upon what models this youthful mind had
been forming itself before his mature genius soared into
regions as yet unexplored by others.’
Haydn is Bennett’s obvious model for the orthodox, not
to say rudimentary sonata-form structure of the opening G
major Allegro moderato. There follows a lilting Adagio in
the relative minor of E; a compact Menuetto on which even
the early 19th century barely intrudes; and an invigorating
return to G major for the Allegro finale. Where we might

follow the unnamed critic is in commending Bennett’s
venture beyond mere imitation into the spirit of his chosen
Classical-era model. ‘Thus the third, and more especially
the final movement, albeit wanting in elaboration of themes
and general harmonious proportioning of the parts, are so
truly conceived in Haydn’s vein as to render them distinctly
remarkable productions in themselves, sufficiently so as
to have justified anyone in predicting for their composer a
most brilliant career.’
This career duly followed in short order. Bennett’s First
Symphony of 1832 carried his name to an international
audience of admirers, not least among them Mendelssohn,
who encouraged the 17-year-old Bennett to visit him in
Germany. This would not take place for a number of years,
but a lively correspondence was maintained in the
meanwhile. ‘I think [Bennett] the most promising young
musician I know,’ wrote Mendelssohn to Thomas Attwood,
‘not only in your country but also here, and I am convinced
if he does not become a very great musician, it is not God’s
will, but his own.’
Mendelssohn may have seen reflected in the young
Englishman some traits of his own, musical and personal,
given Bennett’s accomplishments at a tender age, his
capabilities as a performer, his courtesy and eagerness to
please which is witnessed by the tenor of their correspondence. At some point the German master may have also
disclosed mention of a work which had lain in the bottom
drawer since its composition in 1824, one victim among
many to Mendelssohn’s perfectionist temperament and
caution when it came to the publication of his music before
he felt it was absolutely ready. This work was a Sextet for
the unusual, not to say unprecedented combination of
piano and string quintet (its nearest elder relative seems to
be the Septet composed by Hummel for piano, flute, oboe,
horn, viola, cello and double bass).
Mendelssohn’s work is the obvious model for the F
sharp minor Sextet written by Bennett during the latter half
of 1835, in the final autumn of his study at the Royal
Academy of Music. As in the case of the Quartet, however,

he was no mere epigone. Whereas Mendelssohn writes
for a string group of violin, two violas, cello and double
bass, Bennett replaces the second viola with a more
conventional violin. Perhaps he was sufficiently astute to
recognise that his own technical accomplishments were
not yet sufficiently refined to avoid the tendency towards
heaviness which Mendelssohn adroitly negotiated in
writing for his own chosen combination. Of more definite
impact on the scale of Bennett’s Sextet was the highly
virtuosic nature of the piano writing, and its concertante
interplay with the orchestra-in-miniature string ensemble
which is particularly marked in the ambitiously discursive
finale.
In a part devised for the composer himself we may
appreciate his dexterity and lyric gifts as a performer,
which so impressed the audience in Leipzig in January
1837 when the 19-year-old Bennett, on his first extended
stay in Germany, appeared as the soloist in his own Third
Piano Concerto (before conducting his Naiads overture
there a month later, demonstrating once more a positively
Mendelssohnian versatility). Upon settling for the
Concerto’s central Romance, reported Schumann, ‘the
audience sat breathless, as though fearing to awaken the
dreamer on the lofty palace-roof; and if sympathy at
moments became almost painful, the loveliness of the
vision soon transformed that feeling into a pure artistic
enjoyment. All doubt respecting our artist [was set at rest],
and in the last movement the public gave itself wholly up
to the delight we are accustomed to receive from a master
… Were there many artists like Sterndale Bennett, all fears
for the future progress of our art would be silenced.’
The Sextet’s opening gambit of rippling piano figuration
against surging suspensions in the strings would surely
have raised a smile of recognition from both Mendelssohn
and Schumann, with whom Bennett would form a yet
stronger bond before long. This movement is laid out on a
scale even outstripping Mendelssohn’s example, aspiring
even to the breadth of the older man’s miraculous Octet.
There, the first violin is primus inter pares; in Bennett’s
Sextet, it is the piano, with almost continual roulades and
Beethovenian scale-progressions in the manner not only
of Mendelssohn’s First Piano Concerto but earlier

exemplars from England such as Johann Baptist Cramer
and Muzio Clementi.
There follows a nervy Scherzo, and a highly original trio
for which the pianist is given a brief respite while the
strings play a haunting, soft, hymn-like melody, quite
simply punctuated by the piano. It is this movement that
demonstrates the most advanced harmony of the work,
anticipating the national-folkloristic language of Edvard
Grieg, who would not begin writing his Lyric Pieces for
another three decades. The following Andante grazioso is
a comparatively modest Intermezzo, fulfilling admirably a
similar structural and expressive function to the central
movement of Schumann’s Piano Concerto.
By the time he came to write the Chamber Trio in July
1839, Bennett had become a regular companion of
Schumann’s on his stays in Germany. ‘Went to some
outlandish place with Schumann to drink some beer,’ he
recorded in his diary for November 1836. ‘[Next day:] I felt
devilish queer today, dull and stupid, and to mend the
matter it is a Saints Day – all the shops and places of
entertainment are shut and it begins to rain. I cannot buy
any cigars. I expect Schumann to call for me directly to go
and attack the Bavarian beer – horrid stuff.’ The following
February he even felt emboldened to poke fun at the older
man’s nicotine habit in imperfect German rhyme: ‘Herr
Schumann ist ein guter Mann / Er raucht Tabak als
Niemand kann / Ein Mann vielleicht von 30 Jahr / Mit kurze
Nas’ und kurze Haar.’
Such good humour is the expressive key signature of
this piano trio, which radiates charm throughout its three
compact movements. The string writing shows a further
advancement on the already idiomatic grasp of
possibilities seized in the earlier works, now lightened to
advantage by much plucked writing, especially for the first
violin, who plays nothing but pizzicato in the Trio’s central
Serenade. Albeit another light-hearted interlude in
character to complement the Sextet’s Andante grazioso,
this movement is perhaps the most original in conception.
Taking into consideration a select group of predecessors, Bennett’s Trio counts as the first English
example of the genre in which both string instruments are
given parts entirely independent of the piano, rather than

doubling the keyboard in the tradition handed down from
Haydn. The occasional garrulousness of the Sextet is now
disciplined by a more mature grasp of form absorbed from
Schumann and especially Mendelssohn; a debt obliquely
acknowledged by Bennett in the finale, where he
incorporates a brief quotation from the D minor Piano Trio
which Mendelssohn completed later the same year.
Barring a cello sonata of 1852, the Chamber Trio marks
a full stop to Bennett’s slender output of chamber music.

We may well now find cause to regret, listening to the freespirited and often impassioned voice to be heard
throughout this album, that the composer’s diverse
undertakings in the field of music, as a performer,
conductor, editor and administrator, drew him away from
further exercising the talent which most commends him to
posterity’s admiration.
Peter Quantrill
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Leon Bosch is an internationally renowned classical double bass
virtuoso. With over a dozen solo albums to his name, he regularly
commissions repertoire for the instrument, making recital and
concerto appearances around the world. He is professor of
double bass at Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance
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London born pianist, Jeremy Young, has gained a reputation as
one of the UK’s most respected and versatile chamber pianists. A
founder member of the Manchester Piano Trio, Young has
partnered many of the world’s most distinguished musicians in
venues such as Lincoln Center (New York), the Herbst Theater
(San Francisco), the National Concert Hall (Dublin), Esplanade
Hall (Singapore), the Almaty Concert Hall (Kazakhstan) and
Wigmore Hall (London), and at many renowned festivals. He has
also appeared as solo recitalist at the Hong Kong Academy of
Performing Arts, The Arts House (Singapore), Hsingchu Concert
Hall (Taiwan), Bridgewater Hall (Manchester) and the Southbank
Centre (London), and has performed concertos under the batons
of Sir Richard Hickox and Marcus Stenz. Jeremy Young has
broadcast widely across Europe, in the US, China and Russia,
and has recorded several albums for major labels. He is currently
the head of chamber music at the Royal Northern College of
Music and tutor in piano and chamber music at Chetham’s School
of Music. www.jeremyyoungpiano.com
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Famed for his sequence of Piano Concertos, Sterndale Bennett also wrote a small but distinguished body of chamber music. The String Quartet in G major is one of his earliest surviving
works, revealing a precocious talent still strongly influenced by Haydn. Mendelssohn is the
model for the Sextet, though Bennett’s highly virtuosic piano writing, with its concertante
interplay, reinforces the work’s lyrical qualities and required dexterity as well as its advanced
harmonies and hymnal beauty. The concise Chamber Trio radiates sheer charm while
displaying an even greater grasp of structure and is the first English example in the trio form
where both string instruments are given parts independent of the piano.
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